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I. Introduction 

Counterfeit Barbie dolls manufactured in China flaunt their fashions on the shelves of Moscow kiosks.1 Reebok estimates that 
there are as many imitation Reebok products as real ones sold throughout Russia.2 The piracy rate for Levi’s jeans in Russia 
is over fifty percent.3 Companies from the United States and other countries have faced innumerable problems when 
confronted with protecting their intellectual property in Russia and trademarks are no exception. 
  
*2 U.S. companies operating in Russia say intellectual property protection is one of the four most important issues facing 
them. Within this rubric, their biggest concerns are piracy, counterfeit products, and other companies using their names.4 But 
trademark protection is of broader importance than simply guarding corporate profits. Consumers suffer when they are 
unable to distinguish between goods made by different producers, especially when counterfeiters have no incentive to create 
quality products. While admitting that protecting the company’s profit margins and image were key considerations, Mattel’s 
CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States) Manager noted that the manufacturer of Barbie dolls was also worried about 
“the tears of children.”5 
  
While in most respects the current trademark law in the Russian Federation is modern and similar to European and American 



 

 

models, there are certain features of the legal regime which reduce trademark protection from optimal levels. More 
importantly, there are practical problems, including a severe lack of enforcement and an inexperienced, inefficient judiciary. 
If Russia is to become a full-fledged member of the world trading system and make premium goods available to its citizens, it 
must face and correct both legal and practical impediments to foreign business.6 The Soviet Union’s breakup and economic 
reorganization complicate doing business in this area of the world, but the opportunities for development of domestic 
enterprises and expansion of Western companies have seemingly limitless potential. Thus the development of a fully 
effective system for protecting intellectual property in Russia, though a daunting challenge, promises substantial rewards. 
  
This Article first discusses protection of trademarks under the Soviet system to provide a historical context. It then details the 
current law governing trademarks in Russia under both domestic regulation and international treaty obligations. Next, the *3 
Article examines the current system’s flaws, both on paper and in practice. Finally, it proposes responses to these problems, 
both for government to improve the business climate and for private enterprises to protect their own trademark property. 
  

II. Trademark Protection Under the Soviet System7 

The first trademark law in the Soviet Union was promulgated in 1918 as Lenin’s decree “On Fees for Trademarks.”8 The first 
comprehensive trademark protection, however, was the Decree on Trademarks of the U.S.S.R. Council of Ministers of 1962.9 
This decree required all mass consumption goods and goods of productive and technical natures to carry trademarks.10 These 
trademarks had to be registered with the State Committee on Inventions and Discoveries (Soviet PTO) prior to use.11 Fines 
and other sanctions could be assessed for the sale of goods without a registered trademark12 and for the use of a trademark 
prior to registration.13 Only enterprises, not citizens, could own trademarks.14 
  
Under the Soviet system, later codified in the Trademark Statute of 1974, the definition of trademark was “any sign 
registered in accordance with the established procedure and intended to distinguish the goods of one enterprise from similar 
goods of other enterprises.”15 Thus, all rights flowed from registration alone.16 The Soviet system also contemplated service 
marks, which were introduced in the May 15, 1962 Decree.17 Service marks could be used by organizations that provided 
services (e.g., transportation companies, hotels, etc.) and received the same protection as *4 trademarks.18 They were subject 
to the same registration requirements. However, the 1962 Decree did not make the use of service marks compulsory.19 The 
traditional importance of tangible production and undervaluing of services in the Soviet system may explain this differential 
treatment. 
  
Soviet law recognized three styles of trademarks: worded, artistic, and combined.20 Original types of packing could serve as 
“three-dimensional trademarks.”21 Prohibited marks included marks which had become generic for a certain kind of goods, 
marks which incorporated various state or international government symbols, marks which conflicted with the public interest 
or socialist morality,22 and marks for which registration would conflict with international agreements.23 Marks containing 
false or misleading information were not registrable.24 Descriptive marks were also barred from registration even if secondary 
meaning had developed.25 The term of examination was fixed at six months past the filing date, thereby ensuring a prompt 
determination of registrability.26 The Soviet PTO’s administrative decisions regarding registration were final, binding, and not 
subject to judicial review.27 
  
Trademark protection lasted the statutory term of ten years, but could be renewed for subsequent ten year periods.28 Licenses 
could only be granted if the license agreement guaranteed that quality would be maintained. All licenses had to be registered 
with the Soviet PTO to be enforceable.29 
  
*5 Remedies for infringement included civil and criminal sanctions.30 Infringement and other trademark disputes could be 
settled through judicial rather than administrative proceedings. However, such litigation was rare, generally occurring only 
when disputes arose between foreign parties.31 Similar disputes between foreign and Soviet entities were generally settled 
through arbitration.32 
  
Foreign companies seeking to do business in the U.S.S.R. were generally subject to the same regulations as domestic 
enterprises, making registration in the U.S.S.R. the only method of protecting foreign trademarks.33 Notably, all companies 
who had registered trademarks prior to 1917 were required to re-register them after the Revolution.34 At the time, many 
foreign companies refused to do so.35 The German company Bayer was one of them. Today, Bayer is unable to obtain 
protection in Russia for the trademark ASPIRIN, which is protected in 74 other countries, because during the Soviet period 
multiple manufacturers of analgesics adopted the name “aspirin.” The Russian Chamber of Patent Appeals ruled in 1994 that 



 

 

the word was no longer distinctive of Bayer’s product.36 
  
The U.S.S.R. acceded to the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property in 196537 and the Madrid Agreement 
in 1976.38 These treaties granted trademark petitioners and holders certain rights beyond those of domestic law.39 These rights 
will be discussed further in the section describing current law in Russia, as Russia has now succeeded to these treaty 
obligations. 
  

*6 III. Current Trademark Law in the Russian Federation 

A. Domestic Law 

All trademarks registered with the Soviet Patent Office prior to December 25, 1991 are automatically continued in Russia and 
are now administered by Rospatent, the Russian Patent and Trademark Office (Rospatent or Russian PTO).40 For these 
trademarks and for new filings, the primary source of regulation is the Trademarks, Brand Names and Country of Origin Act 
of September 23, 1992.41 There are several additional laws which can protect trademark owners. Russian antitrust law 
prohibits the unauthorized use of trademarks through the Anti-Monopoly Act.42 A 1995 “Advertising Act” adopted by the 
State Duma protects against unfair competition in the sphere of advertising.43 Finally, the Constitution of the Russian 
Federation states that “ i ntellectual property is protected by law.”44 
  
*7 The 1992 Law on Trademarks has several important features.45 In conformity with current international practice, using a 
trademark prior to registration is permitted.46 Indicative of Russia’s trend toward a free market, either an enterprise or an 
individual engaged in entrepreneurial activity can register a mark.47 Furthermore, the definition of trademark no longer rests 
on registration but on the mark’s capacity to distinguish goods of one producer from those of another.48 This is a fundamental 
change away from the old Soviet system in which rights stemmed from approval by the state.49 Nevertheless, trademark 
protection continues to be based almost exclusively on being the first to file for registration in Russia, with certain exceptions 
based on international treaties.50 Unlike U.S. law, there is essentially no protection for unregistered marks, even for those with 
widespread prior use in the Russian Federation or elsewhere.51 
  
As under Soviet law, Russian Federation law allows registration of trademarks, service marks, and collective marks.52 A new 
category, appellation of origin, is also protected.53 Collective marks54 and appellations of origin receive somewhat *8 different 
protection than trademarks and service marks. For example, collective marks are not transferable.55 Appellations of origin, not 
protected in many other countries including the United States, receive protection “in perpetuity” once registered in Russia 
(although renewal is required every ten years).56 Appellations of origin also carry a somewhat different set of remedies for 
illegal use. For example, penalties designed to compensate community-based injuries and require the violator to pay into the 
local budget any profits received from unlawful use.57 
  
Since the Soviet era, an increasing number of styles of marks have been accepted as registrable. Now verbal, pictorial, 
dimensional, and other designations or combinations thereof in any color or color combination can be registered as 
trademarks.58 Applications for registration are examined on both absolute and relative grounds,59 which are now in line with 
modern trademark laws.60 At least two commentators have noted that “the most common grounds for refusing registration are 
that the proposed trademark is generic, lacks distinctiveness, is likely to create confusion with a current or previously filed 
mark, ... or reproduces a title, name, or portrait of a renowned person or character without consent.”61 Unlike U.S. practice, 
examination for similarity is based on the technical similarity of marks and does not generally consider data on actual 
consumer confusion.62 Significantly, *9 examination is no longer limited by statute to six months.63 Given the dramatic 
increase in trademark applications (up 500 to 600% since economic reforms began),64 the examination term can last as long as 
three years.65 The Chamber of Patent Appeals, itself a division of the Russian PTO, hears appeals from original PTO 
decisions.66 
  
One particularly novel aspect of the law is the creation of the Supreme Patent Chamber, rendering the decisions of 
Rospatent’s appellate division no longer definitive.67 Under the 1992 Law, the Supreme Patent Chamber hears appeals from 
the Chamber of Patent Appeals concerning disputes over registration and invalidation of a mark.68 It also has original 
jurisdiction over other disputes, including cancellation of a mark’s registration based on non-use,69 or the mark having 
become generic,70 or cancellation of a collective mark if used with non-uniform goods.71 The full impact of this innovation is 
unknown, however, as the Supreme Patent Chamber has yet to come into existence. The Duma must pass implementing 



 

 

legislation before the Chamber can form.72 
  
A recent decision by the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation regarding a trademark dispute over the mark SMIRNOFF 
for vodka clarified that unlike under the Soviet system, the Russian PTO’s administrative decisions can be reviewed by the 
judiciary as well as through the administrative appeals process.73 The U.S. *10 company Heublein tried to protect its use of 
the SMIRNOFF mark in Russia at the Russian PTO and the Chamber of Patent Appeals. Heublein lost at both levels.74 As the 
Supreme Patent Chamber was not yet in existence, Heublein attempted an appeal to the Moscow City Court.75 The court 
refused jurisdiction, stating that the Law on Trademarks required the Supreme Patent Chamber to hear all appeals from the 
Chamber of Patent Appeals. The court reasoned that appeal was therefore not possible to any other body. On Heublein’s 
appeal, the decision was affirmed. However, the Presidium of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation reversed and 
remanded the case to the Moscow City Court, on the basis that the Constitution ensures judicial protection of such rights.76 
This case was the first to establish the right to judicial recourse regarding Rospatent administrative decisions.77 
  
As under the Soviet system, the Russian Federation’s system provides protection for a renewable ten year term, beginning not 
at the time the registration issues but at the time the application is received.78 Also resembling Soviet laws, licenses may be 
granted only if they contain sufficient quality control provisions.79 Licenses must be recorded with the Russian PTO to be 
effective.80 
  
There are both civil and criminal sanctions for trademark infringement, including specific equitable remedies such as 
injunction of the infringing activities.81 Other civil remedies include damages, publication of judicial decisions accusing the 
offending party, and removal or destruction of the illegal depiction of the trademark.82 Criminal fines, originally set at 3000 
rubles, have been raised to a limit of three Russian minimum monthly salaries.83 When parties seek resolution of disputes 
involving trademark infringement, contractual issues, or illegal use of the name of an appellation of origin, they can bring 
their cases before a court of general *11 jurisdiction, a commercial court (arbitrazh), or an arbitration court.84 Foreign entities 
or persons have the same rights as Russians under the 1992 Law on Trademarks.85 
  

B. International Law 

While “trademark rights exist in each country solely according to that country’s statutory scheme,”86 international agreements 
play a significant role in trademark protection in Russia. The September 23, 1992 Law on Trademarks states in its final 
article that “if other rules have been established by an international treaty of the Russian Federation than those which are 
contained in the present Law, the rules of the international treaty shall apply.”87 
  
Russia has for the most part succeeded to the treaty obligations of the U.S.S.R., including those concerning intellectual 
property. As discussed previously, these include the Paris Convention, which grants substantive rights to citizens of states 
that are parties to the treaty, and the Madrid Agreement Concerning the International Registration of Marks, an international 
trademark registration system.88 The Paris Convention adds several rights to the Russian Law on Trademarks. First, it requires 
notorious marks to receive protection even in the absence of registration.89 In *12 addition, Article 8 of the Convention 
extends protection to trade names.90 Domestic law supplements this protection. It provides that if a trade name is known in 
Russia to belong to a third party, an identical name (or a name identical in part) may not be registered for goods of the same 
type.91 
  
Under the Madrid Agreement, a treaty addressing procedural rather than substantive trademark law, member country 
trademark owners can obtain trademark rights in other member countries by filing an international application in which the 
owner specifies the countries in which it seeks protection.92 The registration is published in an international journal and 
forwarded through the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) to the requested countries93 who then have one year 
to examine the mark under domestic law. If a national trademark office does not refuse the mark within this period, the mark 
is considered protected in that country.94 
  
Russia is also making an effort to comply with the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, 
Including Trade in Counterfeit Goods (TRIPs)95 developed during the Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade (GATT). Russia must comply with the Agreement on TRIPs in order to join the World Trade Organization (WTO) 
as a full member.96 Although there are several small technical inconsistencies between current Russian law and TRIPs, the 
major change TRIPs requires is an increased effort to enforce trademark law, primarily by imposing criminal penalties as 
well as through seizure and forfeiture of infringing goods in the case of willful counterfeiting.97 State parties are also 



 

 

obligated to adopt procedures to prevent importation of counterfeit or infringing goods.98 The overarching objective of both 
the Paris Convention and TRIPs is to mandate national treatment for all treaty members. Essentially, each contracting *13 
state must grant the same protection to nationals of other contracting states that it grants to its own nationals.99 
  
Russia also has bilateral trade agreements with several states, some of which have provisions requiring Russia to increase 
intellectual property protection.100 Notably, Russia could sacrifice some of the favorable trade relations it currently enjoys 
unless intellectual property protection improves.101 
  
Finally, representatives of the Russian Federation recently signed the Trademark Law Treaty (TLT) developed by WIPO.102 
This treaty simplifies the protection of trademarks and service marks and reduces costs by eliminating a range of 
formalities.103 For example, it will no longer be necessary to legalize signatures, and national trademark offices cannot require 
additional formalities beyond the ‘maximum list’ provided by the treaty.104 Appended to the treaty are sample forms that all 
national trademark offices must accept.105 Countries must comply with the TLT in their domestic laws within six to eight 
years of entry into force, and no later than October 28, 2004.106 
  

*14 IV. Shortcomings of the Current System of Trademark Protection 

A. Legal Flaws 

The lack of implementing legislation for the Supreme Patent Chamber has proven to be a source of great difficulty.107 The 
1992 Law on Trademarks assigns certain important functions to the exclusive jurisdiction of this nonexistent Chamber. For 
example, Article 22 dictates that the Supreme Patent Chamber shall act upon applications to terminate trademarks for 
non-use. No action has been or can be taken on these applications until the Chamber is formed. Article 13 specifies that a 
party has six months from the date of decision to appeal an unfavorable ruling of the Chamber of Patent Appeals to the 
Supreme Patent Chamber. For some would-be appellants, this period will have surely expired. 
  
Were it not for the Smirnoff ruling,108 there would be no remedy. The remedy that does exist requires the losing party to place 
itself into the unpredictable hands of the Russian judiciary. And the initial appeal from the Russian PTO to the Chamber of 
Patent Appeals is not sufficiently independent of the original action because the same individuals perform judicial functions 
in both proceedings.109 
  
A second unfortunate feature of the trademark protection regime is that although the 1992 law is generally protective of 
intellectual property rights, certain provisions are so broadly worded that they create the potential for misuse. For example, a 
provision of the Anti-Monopoly Act prohibits “misleading consumers concerning the character, mode and place of 
manufacture, consumer properties, and quality of products.”110 Such an open-ended proscription gives law enforcement 
officials too much discretion in enforcement, which may result in the suppression of useful information about a product.111 
  
Another potential shortcoming of the new Law on Trademarks is that it requires a licensor to ensure that the quality of 
products that a licensee produces is of equal quality to goods the licensor produces itself.112 The Law on Trademarks has *15 
therefore created problems for companies that deliberately vary the quality of products sold in different regions based on 
economic conditions or consumer preferences.113 However, the drafters may have wished to proscribe this very phenomenon, 
which makes the provision not a shortcoming but a legitimate policy choice.114 
  
From a purely U.S. perspective, one of the most significant legal flaws in the Russian system of trademark protection is the 
refusal to protect nonregistered prior users.115 Unless a mark qualifies as “notorious” under Paris Convention Article 6-bis,116 
in general protection vests exclusively in the first entity to register the mark in Russia. Therefore, a Russian company may 
register a foreign company’s mark that is well-known but short of notorious and stop that foreign company from operating 
with the mark in Russia, even if the original trademark owner has begun distributing its own products in Russia.117 In a variety 
of cases, domestic companies have taken this route, appropriating the names of larger, better known foreign companies, and 
winning the resulting disputes in local Russian courts.118 
  
Unlike registration of a trademark, registration as a company with a certain name is insufficient to prevent other companies 
from registering with the same name.119 Hence, “there are thousands of Hermes companies, with local registration chambers 
continuing to register more.”120 Because registering a trademark is the only way to gain protection for a corporate name and 



 

 

that process can take up to *16 three years,121 consumer confusion reigns during the interim period. Consumer experience 
with inferior quality fakes may considerably tarnish the goodwill originally associated with a highly respected mark. 
However, if a trademark owner tries to avoid this pitfall by registering prophylactically in Russia without definite plans for 
using the mark, the owner risks losing registration for non-use if it fails to start using the mark within five years.122 
  

B. Practical Problems 

Lack of enforcement of the existing law is the largest impediment to effective trademark protection.123 Given the reasonably 
comprehensive and modern nature of the current legal structure, the poor record of judicial enforcement is particularly 
objectionable. Few Western firms have brought legal actions, claiming that court actions are slow and expensive, judgments 
unpredictable, and fines low.124 
  
The Russian judiciary’s conspicuous lack of experience with trademark litigation,125 compounded by the traditionally low 
level of societal respect for the judicial branch of government,126 reduces parties’ faith in a fair outcome. Under the Soviet 
system, judges were poorly paid functionaries with a reputation for taking bribes.127 Second, the slow pace of the judicial 
system often makes filing a claim pointless, since by the time an order comes down from the court, a company found to be 
selling counterfeits will likely have changed names.128 Finally, although fines have recently risen from a nominal sum to a 
slightly more significant one, penalties *17 for infringement may nevertheless be an insufficient deterrent given the low 
probability of being brought into court.129 
  
Inadequate judicial enforcement leads companies to pursue extrajudicial means to protect their trademarks, ranging from 
manipulation of the political system to use of less desirable means of coercion.130 Circumvention of the legal system leads to 
further non-use. When parties do not bring disputes before these tribunals, no judicial record develops, leaving future parties 
reluctant to venture into such uncharted waters with their claims. Even under a civil law system, litigation helps develop a 
standard interpretation of the written code, providing litigants with some indication of their chances in court.131 The Russian 
PTO’s failure to publish its decisions in a single comprehensive journal makes confusion over the actual meaning of the law 
even more prevalent.132 Furthermore, without litigation, the experience of the judges and court system with these sorts of 
cases never grows. 
  
Another practical problem resulting from the economic conditions following the Soviet breakup is that the Russian PTO’s 
meager budget has driven it to charge fees which are not specified in the law.133 These extra-legal fees include, for example, 
an hourly charge for meeting with the Trademark Examiner, and a special expediting fee to push a given application forward 
in the line (preserving, however, its priority date as the date of filing). Often an applicant is made to pay twice for essentially 
the same service. For example, there is one official fee for filing an appeal against a Rospatent action. There is a second 
“provisional tariff” for attending the hearing where this appeal is heard.134 One practitioner has noted that these fees make 
Russia the seventh most expensive place to register a trademark in the world.135 
  
Confusion over ownership, engendered by the spate of recent privatizations, presents a further impediment to those who wish 
to protect their trademarks in post-Soviet Russia. One such example involves Stolichnaya vodka. Immediately after the 
dissolution of the Soviet Union, a new joint stock company filed an application for formation under the name 
Soiuzplodoimport, the original state-owned holder of the STOLICHNAYA mark. It claimed to be the privatized successor to 
the state-owned Soiuzplodoimport, succeeding also to the mark, which it then licensed to *18 longtime U.S. importer 
PepsiCo.136 A rival vodka importer claimed that the privatization was illegal, and that the transfer to PepsiCo was thus invalid. 
Extensive litigation ensued to resolve the dispute.137 
  
The dissolution of the U.S.S.R. and the resultant explosion of new firms and entrepreneurs have complicated trademark 
protection in other ways as well. In the counterfeiting area, the chaotic nature of the business environment can frustrate a 
foreign firm’s attempts to locate a specific supplier or trader to sue.138 Without a tangible suspect, Russian police and courts 
will not take action.139 Additional complications arise from the significant participation of organized crime in Russian 
business.140 This presence limits the ability of local authorities to prosecute infringers, either because the authorities are tied to 
organized crime networks themselves or because they fear reprisals from them.141 
  
The ongoing controversy over the SMIRNOFF mark illustrates the problems foreign companies may confront when 
enterprising Russians decide to enter into new businesses. Soon after the liberalization of the economy, Boris Smirnov (the 
great-grandson of Piotr Smirnov, who first manufactured “Smirnov” vodka for the Russian czars) registered the SMIRNOV 



 

 

mark. He beat Heublein, Inc., the U.S. producer of “Smirnoff” vodka,142 to the Russian PTO by approximately one month.143 
Heublein protested Boris’ use of the name and brought suit in a Russian district court in Krymsk.144 Heublein claimed it had 
purchased the mark in 1939 from a Russian refugee who had bought it in turn from Vladimir Smirnov, son of *19 Piotr, when 
Vladimir failed in his efforts to continue the business outside of Russia after the Revolution.145 Boris disagreed, claiming that 
Vladimir sold his interests in the vodka company back to the family in 1904 before fleeing the country.146 
  
While the property rights in this case are complex and the facts are buried in time, resolution of the trademark issue may well 
be governed by Article 6-bis of the Paris Convention. Under the Paris Convention, incorporated into Russian law by the 1992 
Law on Trademarks, if SMIRNOFF for vodka is a notorious mark, then Russia must forbid Boris’ use despite its first-to-file 
policy. If not, the mark belongs to Boris and Heublein must end sales in Russia (currently at one million cases of vodka per 
year).147 This controversy tests Russian incorporation of the Paris Convention into domestic law. 
  
To date, Heublein has received unfavorable administrative rulings both from the PTO and the PTO Chamber of Appeals and 
is now seeking further appeal of these decisions in the Moscow City Court.148 Heublein also lost its Krymsk suit--both at the 
district and regional levels--to enjoin Boris’ production of vodka. Pending the results of a further appeal, the Krymsk regional 
court enjoined Heublein from using the SMIRNOFF name in Russia at all.149 Recently, Boris Smirnov has enlisted the help of 
the Russian American Spirits Company (RASCO) and its president William Walker (a former U.S. trade negotiator) in filing 
suit against Heublein in the U.S. Federal District Court in Delaware.150 The court has yet to address Boris’ claim that 
Heublein has deceived customers about its rights in the Smirnoff name and history.151 
  
The time required to prosecute a trademark application has significantly increased since the Soviet period, due in part to the 
removal of the six month time limit and the increase in number of applications.152 This presents a significant practical 
problem to many companies. Because registration is a prerequisite to *20 protection, these applicants are unable to defend 
their marks throughout the substantial period of time that the Russian PTO requires to examine them. Furthermore, as the ten 
year period of protection begins on the date of application, many trademark owners are left with significantly less than ten 
years of effective protection before renewal is required. 
  

V. Proposals for Improving Trademark Protection in Russia 

A. Government Actions 

All the fundamental changes necessary for adequate trademark protection require action by the Russian government. While 
private firms can undertake defensive maneuvers before the government acts, a permanent solution will require government 
involvement. 
  
The obvious first step is for the Duma to enact the implementing legislation required to form the Supreme Patent Chamber, 
thus enabling the administrative appeal system to function properly.153 In disputes handled by the judicial system, all review 
of patent and trademark issues should occur in a limited set of courts rather than courts of general jurisdiction.154 If all 
trademark and other intellectual property cases were consolidated into a discrete system of courts, a cadre of skilled judges 
would develop more quickly. The government could encourage use of these courts by expediting trademark litigation, 
increasing fines for infringement, and adding additional remedies such as lost profits or treble damages. Awarding criminal 
penalties may be particularly appropriate when investigation uncovers links to organized crime.155 
  
Next, the government should implement training programs for the judiciary to increase awareness of the laws, ensure 
conformity in application and help give credibility to the judicial branch.156 Comprehensive training in trademark regulation 
and litigation for all judges in district, city, regional and other courts with jurisdiction over intellectual property disputes 
would be extremely useful. This *21 training might best be accomplished with the help of foreign judges,157 in particular 
those with special expertise in intellectual property cases, such as the judges of the U.S. Federal Circuit (and the district court 
judges who most often funnel cases to them). Without substantial retraining, the judiciary’s lack of experience with 
intellectual property litigation will continue to lead companies to seek extrajudicial resolution of their trademark disputes. 
Regular and central publication of these decisions and regulatory information which clarifies ambiguities in Russian 
trademark law, provided in a form easily accessible to the public, would further facilitate growth of the legal system.158 
Putting the resolution of disputes back into the judicial system will help ensure that outcomes are fair and orderly,159 as 
opposed to current disputes that (especially when between Russians) often get resolved through “uncivilized methods.”160 



 

 

  
Training for enforcement officials is also an important component to effective trademark protection. Customs officials and 
local and federal law enforcement officials must be trained in detection and apprehension of counterfeiters and other 
trademark violators. To date, most training programs have been directed at high-ranking officials, and training materials 
seldom reach enforcement authorities in the field.161 
  
Strengthening customs enforcement may be the easiest governmental solution. Stopping counterfeit goods at the border 
would likely result in a significant reduction of trademark violations in Russia.162 Although a 1993 Customs Code authorized 
customs officials to enforce trademark violations, the power has rarely been used.163 Notably, however, Mattel chose this 
approach in attacking the counterfeit Barbie problem. In August of 1994, Mattel arranged for the Russian Customs 
Committee to instruct custom posts to seize all unauthorized shipments of Barbie dolls attempting to enter the country, to 
hold them in custody for three days, and to confiscate the dolls if necessary.164 Although the only precedent for this tactic has 
so far involved goods of a single trademark owner, broader protection *22 would result if the Customs Committee, working 
in conjunction with interested trademark owners, instructed officials to halt all unauthorized shipments of commonly 
counterfeited goods. 
  
Another option for the Russian government is to encourage private enforcement as an interim stage by enacting legislation 
that would authorize self-help activities. Under such a structure, firms suffering from counterfeiting would have the right to 
seize counterfeit goods and sell them on the market (presumably after removing the offending trademark).165 While this 
approach reduces the enforcement role of government, may encourage the use of illegitimate means, and lacks the safeguards 
of a judicial setting, some commentators nonetheless defend private enforcement. They assert that given the alternative of 
minimal or no enforcement due to the government’s lack of sufficient resources, private enforcement is preferable to no 
enforcement during this transitional period.166 These scholars would ameliorate some of the harsher effects of such a regime 
by leaving ultimate control in the hands of the state by making an appeal available to alleged counterfeiters.167 
  
To compensate for the problems created by the increased time of examination, the ten year term could commence at the time 
of registration instead of at the time of filing the application.168 Whereas expediting the process would be the best solution in a 
system in which an entity is unable to enforce its rights until registration, measuring the ten year term from the point of 
registration would at least grant owners the full statutory period of protection.169 
  
The Russian government should also consider providing more funding to Rospatent. Although increasing the Russian PTO’s 
budget may seem problematic in difficult economic times, it could reduce the need for the illegitimate fee structure now 
present as well as expedite the application process. Charging excessive fees without legislative authorization borders on the 
unethical and hampers small companies that seek trademark protection for their products. Now that Russia has an up-to-date 
legal structure on paper, it should do its best to see that it is time-sensitive, economical and fair in its processing of 
applications, as well as effective in its enforcement efforts. 
  
Finally, the government should consider giving protection to prior users. A prior use policy would avoid the consumer 
confusion created by enterprising infringers who mimic popular but non-notorious marks, or marks that are not yet *23 
popular but are effective even though they are the product of someone else’s creativity. However, many developed countries 
depend on the first-to-file system, and if the Russian PTO adheres fully to the Paris Convention’s Article 6-bis, this change 
may be unnecessary. 
  
One positive step the government has taken is to form an Interagency Commission on intellectual property issues,170 which 
includes the heads of law enforcement bureaus such as the KGB, the police, and Customs.171 The Commission’s purpose is to 
identify violations and raise them with the appropriate governmental agencies.172 The Commission may also participate in 
educating judges.173 So far, this Commission has prepared a Draft Presidential Decree giving various agencies (including the 
militia and Customs) specific roles in enforcement, and increasing criminal penalties for infringers.174 Although coordination 
between ministries has been a problem in the past, some U.S. businessmen expect that this Commission will aid in ensuring 
all agencies have met their responsibilities and do not act inconsistently.175 The creation of this Commission appears to 
indicate the Russian government’s commitment to remedy its insufficient protection of trademark rights. 
  

B. Actions by Private Firms 

Until the Russian government is able to provide adequate protection against trademark infringement, companies who wish to 



 

 

do business in Russia will have to take action themselves to protect their intellectual property rights.176 Companies can 
accomplish this in several ways. 
  
Attacking distribution of the goods is one approach. Some registration agencies have sent personnel to stores that sell 
imitation products and have advised managers that they will be arrested if they do not reveal the source of the fake goods.177 
Alternatively, a company can send letters threatening legal action. Once large suppliers are identified, a trademark owner can 
report them to law enforcement officials. Reebok, the U.S. sportswear manufacturer, has hired its own security *24 officers 
to monitor the market and track down counterfeits.178 These private enforcers are becoming more common with the increasing 
popularity of so-called “security firms” (private businesses specializing in “hunting down trademark and copyright violators,” 
among other things).179 
  
Controlling production is a more difficult approach, since much of it is done outside of Russia, in places such as Southeast 
Asia or China.180 Mattel was successful on this front, however, using China’s trademark law to close down one Chinese 
factory that had been exporting counterfeit Barbie dolls to Russia.181 
  
Policing the border in cooperation with the Customs Committee is perhaps the most effective way to prevent the influx of 
infringing goods. Until the government develops a systematic approach to stopping these products, companies can make 
arrangements along the Mattel model, coordinating with Customs to identify all suspicious shipments. 
  
Consumer groups also have a role to play. One consumer protection society compelled department stores who sold 
counterfeit Levi’s to refund customers’ money.182 Businesses could work with these groups to help consumers identify which 
goods are not genuine. 
  
Contractual safeguards can be effective in some circumstances. When making distribution or license agreements, companies 
should structure the contract so that the distributor or licensee loses all rights and must pay significant liquidated damages if 
it misuses or devalues the trademark in any way or if product quality drops.183 This provision is particularly important because 
under the 1992 Law on Trademarks, the licensor is responsible for quality control of its licensee. Additionally, contracts 
should include an international arbitration clause or choice of law provision indicating foreign law in order to avoid forced 
recourse to the Russian judicial and legal systems. However, companies should be aware that even the successful use of 
arbitration may not adequately address enforcement deficiencies.184 
  
One way to obtain contractual remedies is to identify distributors of gray market or counterfeit goods through some of the 
techniques listed above and then attempt to negotiate legitimate distribution contracts with them. This technique *25 proved 
successful for Mattel. When approached, all doll smugglers agreed to obtain a license from Mattel and follow Mattel’s 
pricing policies.185 
  
Finally, infringement victims should not ignore administrative and judicial options open to them. If the administrative 
procedures involved with contesting another entity’s use of the mark through Rospatent prove too costly or slow, or the claim 
fails, a company need not try immediate recourse to the courts. It is possible to bring an administrative unfair competition or 
false advertising claim before the Anti-Monopoly Committee, a collateral procedure that has several advantages.186 
  
First, review is fast: claims are resolved in approximately three months.187 Second, much more substantial penalties are 
available than at the Russian PTO: the Anti-Monopoly Committee can award up to 200 minimum monthly salaries for 
violation of the new Advertising Act.188 Third, and most importantly, the Anti-Monopoly Committee possesses its own 
enforcement mechanisms. To enforce a judgment, it can freeze bank accounts, seize goods, and compel the payment of fines 
up to 5,000 minimum monthly salaries.189 Furthermore, a company damaged by infringement may find the Anti-Monopoly 
Committee’s method of analysis more favorable to its case. Unlike the PTO’s analysis of technical similarity between two 
marks, this Committee examines the actual impact of the alleged infringer on the business of the trademark owner, and 
considers market data in establishing whether or not consumer confusion is a real problem.190 Moreover, a company can take 
this approach even after losing in the PTO. A PTO decision of registrability has no preclusive effect on an unfair competition 
claim.191 Finally, after all of these administrative procedures, and as unsatisfying as the judicial option may be, recourse to the 
Russian courts exists as a last resort. 
  
Trademark protection in Russia is fraught with difficulties. Although Russia has adopted a modern and comprehensive legal 
regime to protect intellectual property, no law is meaningful absent enforcement. The Russian government must take steps to 
improve protection of trademarks, both to accelerate participation in the world economy and to ensure that Russian 



 

 

consumers get what they expect in the  *26 marketplace. Allowing consumer confusion will ultimately lead to consumer 
distrust of the choices offered by a free market economy and could lend popular support to regressive political forces. 
Enforcing trademarks encourages consumers to invest in higher quality goods because they have confidence in what they are 
buying. Until the government takes action, companies doing business in Russia must be creative in their efforts to defend 
their names against the onslaught of those who are seeking quick profits. A market with millions of under-served consumers 
depends on it. 
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